It is shown that, for a monoidal category V , not every commutation is a symmetry and also that a commutation does not suffice to define the tensor product A ® B of f-categorles A and 8 . Moreover, it is shown that every symmetry can be transported along a monoidal equivalence.
, along with the observations of 2 1 0 S t e f a n o Kasangian and Fabio Rossi [3] , all "proper" diagrams made from a, I, r, c commute in the presence of (i) and (ii).
On the other hand, Benabou [/] has defined a commutation for a monoidal category V to be a natural isomorphism c : A ® B -*• B ® A satisfying (i) and such that (l,., c, 1_) : V •* V is a monoidal functor; here V is V with the evident "reversed" monoidal rev 0 structure where A ® B = B ® A . In other words, a commutation is an isomorphism c rendering commutative (i) and the diagrams
By the coherence theorem, every symmetry is clearly a commutation. It is natural to ask whether every commutation is also a symmetry. For the second they use coherence to infer the commutativity of the
where "i is the "middle-four interchange", given by
The commutativity of (v) ensures ( [2] , p. 518) the commutativity of the diagram expressing the associativity of the composition in A ® 8 . But, if V has initial object 0 preserved by the bifunctor ® , the commutativity of (v) is also necessary for this associativity. Take for A the free (/-category on the l/-graph G with four objects P, Q, R, S and with
G{P, Q) = C , G(Q, R) = B , G(R, S) = A , and all other G(U, V)
equal to the initial object 0 . Proof. Set A = B = Z = I in (v) and simplify.
3.
That being so, it is relevant to ask whether a symmetry for V can be it would be tedious to print.
